FELICITEX THERAPEUTICS AND SELVITA INITIATE STRATEGIC
COLLABORATION TO TARGET CANCER QUIESCENCE
Cambridge, MA and Krakow, Poland, 7 November 2014 – Felicitex Therapeutics, a leader in the
diagnostics and development of therapeutics for quiescent cancers, and Selvita (PL: SLV), the largest drug
discovery company in Central and Eastern Europe, announced today that they have entered into a
strategic collaboration to develop breakthrough personalized cancer therapeutics for some of the deadliest
and most resistant cancers, such as pancreatic, colon, ovarian, lung and hematopoietic tumors.
During the first phase of the collaboration the companies seek to discover and develop selective inhibitors
of the cancer quiescence target kinase family, in order to generate multiple novel drug candidates against
the quiescent cancer cells. The ultimate aim of the joint project is to deliver clinical candidates for unmet
oncology indications. The companies plan joint projects on other targets related to cancer quiescence in
the future.
It is currently well accepted in the scientific community that populations of malignant cells are highly
heterogeneous and whereas some of the cancer cells divide rapidly, some of the cancer cells are
quiescent. All currently available cancer chemotherapies target proliferating cancer cells. Quiescent cancer
cells are invulnerable to these treatments because quiescent cells are not dividing. Moreover, when cancer
cells are under stress, such as from chemotherapy, anti-angiogenesis therapy, or radiation, cancer cells
often go to “sleep”, or use quiescent state as a niche to hide. After the completion of treatment, these cells
begin growing again and cause cancer recurrence.
Felicitex Therapeutics’ technology targets quiescent, non-responsive cancer cells with two therapeutically
beneficial outcomes – firstly making cancer cells vulnerable to conventional treatments, and secondly
preventing cancer cells from hiding in the quiescent state for indeterminate period of time and thereby
delaying or eliminating cancer recurrence.
“Cancer cell quiescence is a major and as yet unaddressed mechanism of cancer resistance – says Maria
Vilenchik, PhD, Founder, Chief Executive Officer and Scientific Director of Felicitex Therapeutics. At
Felicitex we strive to develop treatments for some of the deadliest and most resistant to therapy cancers,
among which pancreatic cancer is particularly vicious. Our collaboration with Selvita creates the
opportunity to identify novel therapeutic solutions and bring hope to cancer patients”.

Selvita is highly experienced in the area drug discovery and particularly in development of kinase
inhibitors. Over the last five years, Selvita has built a premium scientific team with one of the world’s most
robust kinase inhibitor discovery platforms.
“We want to partner with best scientific teams in the world in order to explore different approaches against
neoplastic processes – says Pawel Przewiezlikowski, Chief Executive Officer of Selvita. The unique knowhow of Felicitex in the area of cancer quiescence together with scientific expertise of Selvita team will
highly increase our chances to develop new highly-differentiated therapeutics. ”
The alliance of Felicitex Therapeutics and Selvita allows to combine Felicitex’s experience in targeting
cancer quiescence with Selvita’s significant know how on cancer quiescence target kinases, leading to a
potentially breakthrough cooperation and delivery of much needed effective antineoplastic medicines.
“The primary focus of our R&D efforts is development of personalized targeted therapies that address
unmet medical needs in oncology” – says Krzysztof Brzozka, PhD, Chief Scientific Officer of Selvita. “The
collaboration with Felicitex Therapeutics will be an important part of our strategy of diversified R&D
approach and will even more broaden the current pipeline of anticancer projects that we are involved in.”
As part of the research collaboration Selvita will receive from Felicitex guaranteed research funding and a
value share in joint projects which may in future be monetized through milestone payments from Felicitex
or a portion of revenues from programs partnered by Felicitex. The first committed research period will be
15 months with an option for Felicitex to extend the collaboration for additional 12 months. Selvita will also
receive royalties after the jointly discovered drugs have been approved.

About Felicitex Therapeutics
Felicitex Therapeutics is a privately-owned drug discovery company at the forefront of one of the most
promising areas in oncology – quiescent (sleeping) cancer cells. Felicitex develops treatments and
diagnostic assays to improve the effectiveness and long-term outcomes of treatments for the deadliest and
most resistant to therapy cancers: pancreatic, colorectal, non-small cell lung, and ovarian. The CEO of
Felicitex Dr. Maria Vilenchik led Drug Discovery programs at Hoffman-La Roche, and Memorial Sloan
Kettering Cancer Center and worked in business development at Keryx Biopharmaceuticals and Advanced
Bio Design. Dr. Vilenchik authored 20 publications in peer reviewed journals and 8 patents. Felicitex
Therapeutics was founded in 2012 and is based in Cambridge, Massachusetts. For more information
visit: http://www.felicitex.com/

About Selvita
Selvita is a Polish biotechnology company engaged in the discovery and development of breakthrough
medicines to treat oncology, CNS and autoimmune disorders, as well as provision of drug discovery
services. It was established in 2007 and currently employs 220 people, including 70 PhDs. Selvita has
currently several internal projects at early or late discovery stage and is expected to move its first
candidates to the clinic in 2015. The most advanced programs at Selvita are SEL24, a pre-clinical
PIM/FLT3 kinase inhibitor, with multiple indications in hematopoietic tumors and SEL120, first-in-class
small molecule inhibitor of cyclin dependent kinase CDK8. Other innovative projects currently in
development include SEL201 – novel small molecule MNK1/2 inhibitors in oncology, cancer metabolism
platform and inflammasome platform. Drug discovery clients of Selvita include more than fifty large and
medium-sized pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies from USA and Europe. Selvita is listed on the
NewConnect market of the Warsaw Stock Exchange in Poland (SLV). Additional information about Selvita
can be found on https://selvita.com/
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